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### Title: Integrated Bar of the Philippines vs. Department of Justice et al., G.R. No.
221029

### Facts:
This case emerges from a petition filed by the Integrated Bar of  the Philippines (IBP)
Pangasinan Chapter Legal Aid for the issuance of a writ of habeas corpus and a petition for
declaratory relief on behalf of Jay-Ar Senin, who had been detained for eight months without
a  finding  of  probable  cause  or  court  filing  against  him.  The  IBP  criticized  several
Department of Justice (DOJ) issuances that they argued allowed for prolonged detention
without due process, specifically targeting drug-related cases where the maximum penalty
is life imprisonment or reclusion perpetua and requiring automatic review by the Justice
Secretary.

Jay-Ar  Senin’s  ordeal  began  with  his  arrest  during  a  buy-bust  operation.  Despite  a
preliminary investigation dismissing the case against him, the case was forwarded to the
DOJ for automatic review, leading to his prolonged detention due to the DOJ’s issuance that
necessitated such review. The IBP argued that this system violated the constitutional rights
to  liberty  and  due  process,  thus  filing  a  petition  calling  for  Senin’s  release  and  the
declaration of these DOJ issuances as unconstitutional.

On the procedural journey to the Supreme Court, the case elaborated on the inconsistencies
and revisions of DOJ circulars relating to the automatic review of dismissed drug cases and
the detention of accused persons pending such review. Despite various changes to these
circulars, the core issue remained the legality and constitutionality of prolonged detention
without probable cause findings or formal charges.

### Issues:
1. Whether the DOJ’s circulars allowing prolonged detention pending automatic review of
dismissed drug cases violate constitutional rights to liberty and due process.
2.  Whether  the  detainees,  like  Senin,  should  be  released  if  the  investigation  exceeds
prescribed periods without a court filing or probable cause finding.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court declared the controversy moot and academic because of the issuance of
new DOJ Circular No. 004, which resolved key issues raised in the petition. However, the
Court proceeded to address the substantive issues considering their significance, potential
for repetition, and paramount public interest. The Court ruled that detainees whose cases
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have  been  dismissed  or  not  resolved  within  specific  periods  are  entitled  to  release,
emphasizing that detention beyond these periods violates constitutional rights to liberty and
due  process.  The  ruling  mandates  the  immediate  release  of  detainees  under  such
circumstances, unless they are held for other lawful causes.

### Doctrine:
The Court established the principle that the waiver of Article 125 of the Revised Penal Code
(RPC) does not give authorities the right to indefinitely detain an individual. It reinforced
the constitutional rights to liberty and against unreasonable detention, particularly in cases
where initial findings lack probable cause. This decision underscores the balance between
ensuring  public  safety  in  the  administration’s  drug  war  and  upholding  constitutional
protections against arbitrary detention.

### Class Notes:
– **Key Elements:** Article 125 RPC, DOJ Circulars on automatic review of dismissed drug
cases, habeas corpus.
– **Essential Principles:** Constitutional rights to liberty and due process, limitations on
detention without probable cause, balancing public interest with individual rights.
– **Relevant Legal Statutes:** Article III,  Sections 1 and 14 (2) of the 1987 Philippine
Constitution; Article 125 of the Revised Penal Code; Supreme Court decisions on the role of
habeas corpus and due process rights.

### Historical Background:
The case reflects the push-and-pull between judicial oversight and executive discretion in
the context of the Philippine government’s heightened crackdown on illegal drugs. Through
various DOJ circulars, the executive demonstrated its intent to retain control over drug-
related case dismissals, invoking public interest in its war against drugs. However, this
Supreme Court ruling highlights the judiciary’s vigilant role in protecting constitutional
rights against possible government overreach and the abuse of prosecutorial discretion,
ensuring that the war on drugs does not trample on fundamental human rights.


